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PRODUCTION

DEVELOPMENT EXPLORATION

Focused on Maximizing Value of Portfolio
Assets and Finding New Core Assets
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Qualified Person
Jake Foronda, Vice-President of Operations of TVI Resource Development (Phils.), Inc. (TVIRD), is acting as the Qualified Person in
compliance with NI 43-101 reporting requirements with respect to all TVI projects.
Forward-looking Statements
This presentation contains certain forward-looking information (referred to herein as "forward-looking statements"). Forward-looking statements are
often, but not always, identified by the use of words such as "anticipate", "plan", "intend", "estimate", "scheduled", "expect", "may", "will", "should", or
similar words suggesting future activities or outcomes. The forward-looking statements set out in this presentation include information relating to
interests that may be earned by TVIRD in the Agata and Pan de Azucar joint ventures; opportunities for exploration, development and commercialization
of the Agata Mining Project (including the High Fe and Limestone DSO/Lime Production Facility and the Agata Nickel Processing Plant), and the Pan
de Azucar Pyrite Project.
Related risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to: (A) results of further work in pursuing the conceptual planning described in this
presentation not supporting current expectations as to the opportunities outlined; (B) TVIRD not funding the necessary expenditures at Agata to advance
the project or earn an interest under the joint venture agreement due to, among other things (i) changes in TVIRD's strategic priorities, due diligence
findings, changes in laws or regulations affecting mining operations in the Philippines (including the profitability of such operations), and other factors, (ii)
changes in TVIRD budgets and (iii) limited availability of funds; (C) a determination on the part of TVIRD not to pursue projects contemplated by one or
more of the related joint venture agreements for technical, economic, legal or other reasons (including, without limitation, a failure to obtain required
permits or other governmental or regulatory approvals); and (D) certain other risks identified elsewhere in TVI's public filings, including, without
limitation, those risk factors set forth at pp. 66-74 of TVI's Annual Information Form dated March 19, 2014.
This presentation also includes forward-looking statements respecting certain transactions provided for in definitive agreements entered into with PRHI
(the “Transactions”) and are based upon the terms of these definitive agreements. With respect to the Transactions, those risks and uncertainties
include a failure to close one or more of the Transactions on the terms outlined in the definitive agreements entered into with PRHI due to the failure to
satisfy one or more conditions, such as conditions relating to the receipt of any necessary corporate or regulatory approvals.
The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are made as of the date hereof and TVI does not undertake any obligation to update
publicly or to revise any of the included forward-looking statements, except as required by applicable Canadian securities law. The forward-looking
statements contained herein are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.
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TVI PACIFIC CORPORATE SNAPSHOT
TVI Pacific is focused on the production, development and exploration of a portfolio of
diversified resource projects in Southeast Asia – located primarily in the Philippines
and secondarily in Papua New Guinea (PNG).
In the Philippines, through its affiliate TVI Resource Development (Phils.), Inc. (“TVIRD”),
in which it owns a direct 30.66% interest and through Mindoro Resources Ltd (“MRL”), in
which it owns a direct 14% interest:

•
•

•
•

Advancing the near-term, cash flow-generating, Agata Hi Iron/ Low Nickel Direct
Shipping Ore (“DSO”) project where TVIRD can earn a 60% interest.
Advancing the long life, mid-size Agata Nickel (Ni) laterite processing project where
TVIRD can earn a 60% interest, utilizing a game changing, proven new technological
approach.
Advancing the Balabag Gold-Silver project towards production where TVIRD owns a
100% interest.
Exploring mine life extension alternatives at the Canatuan Copper-Zinc Mine.

In PNG, through its affiliate Foyson Resources Limited (``Foyson``) in which owns a 23%
direct interest and a direct 10% interest in the Amazon Bay Mineral Sands Project:
• Advancing a large, Iron/Titanium/Vanadium Mineral sands project.
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OUR ASSETS
A substantial interest (direct and indirect)
in a diversified and well-balanced portfolio
• Exploration and development projects in highly
prospective areas in SE Asia

The Philippines
TVIRD

• Pipeline of growth assets
- Geographic spread
- Multi-commodity diversification
- Substantial upside
• Unhedged exposure to metal prices

PAN de AZUCAR
Pyrite

Foyson
SURIGAO PROJECTS
Laterite Nickel &
Limestone

BALABAG
Mine Development
CANATUAN
Mine

North Zamboanga
Exploration
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VILLAR GROUP STRATEGIC ALLIANCE
•

On December 11, 2013 TVI entered into an important strategic alliance with Prime
Resources Holdings, Inc. (“PRHI”), a key component of the ``well-connected``
Philippines-based, major, Villar Group conglomerate, involving TVIRD, TVI`s operating
affiliate

•

TVI continues to provide direction to TVIRD with CM James as Chairman

•

The Villar Group has many components and are the largest real estate developer in the
Philippines

•

PRHI is a Philippine holding corporation of utilities engaged in various industries,
including water distribution infrastructure, energy and power generation, retail
distribution, cable and antennae television, and telecommunications.

•

The strategic alliance involved multiple closings. TVI continues to work toward the final
close that will result in TVI receiving total proceeds of US $10.650 million and US $11.850
million for TVIRD and various subsidiaries, each before tax and related fees.

•

As a result, TVI continues to hold a 30.66% direct interest in TVIRD and the assets
owned by TVIRD (including Canatuan, Balabag, the Agata Mining and the Agata
Processing Joint Ventures, together with various exploration properties)

•

Outside of the strategic alliance, TVI continues to hold a 23.01% equity interest in
Foyson Resources Limited, a 14.4% equity interest in Mindoro Resources Ltd., 100% of
TG World Energy Corp., and a 10% interest in the Amazon Bay Iron Sands project.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

About Us

TVI PACIFIC LIQUIDITY & CAPITALIZATION

TSX* Share Price (as of May 2014)
Basic Market Capitalization (million)

$0.015
$9.83m

Basic Shares Outstanding (million)
Shares Fully Diluted (million)

655.4m
688.2m

Insider Ownership (basic)
Insider Ownership (fully-diluted)
TVI has Cash and Credit Capacity
Cash (Mar 31, 2014) (million)**
Cash to be received**(US$5.3)
Total
Debt (Mar 31, 2014) (million)

13.2%
17.1%

$1.9
$5.8
$7.7
$0.0

*Listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange since 1995 (Stock symbol: TVI)
** Represents cash held only in parent company accounts of TVI Pacific. A further $13 million is held at
the level of the Philippine entities at March 31, 2014 and a further US $5.3 million is expected to be
received at the level of TVI Pacific upon completing the final close of the PRHI transaction.
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TVIP FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT
Notes:
1.

The red line between 2013 and 2012
indicates a change in accounting,
introduced in Q4 2013, upon completion
of the PRHI transaction and the
deconsolidation of Philippine assets
following a reduction in working interest
held. Financial results are therefore no
longer comparable with prior years. On
January 20, 2014, TVIRD stopped milling
operations at its Canatuan mine after
having
exhausted
its
remaining
stockpile.
Net income commencing 2013 includes
TVI's proportionate share of losses
incurred by Foyson, Mindoro and the
consolidated Philippine entities.
Cash commencing December 2013
reflects only cash held in parent
company accounts of TVI Pacific as a
result of a change in accounting (note 1).
Cash held by the Philippine entities at
Dec.31.2013 was equal to $6.4 million
and at Mar.31.2014 was $13.0 million. A
further US $5.3 million is expected at the
level of TVI Pacific upon completing the
final close with PRHI.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

(millions $CAD)
Gross Revenue

Q1 2014
(unaudited)

0.0 (1)

Operating Income

(0.8)

Net Income

(1.6) (2)

EBITDA

(1.6)

EBITDA before exploration, nonrecurring costs and other fees

2013

2012

2011

56.4 (4)

89.9

94.0

(6.6)

2010

2009

2008

80.3

73.3

5.8

0.4 (6)

5.3 (7)

21.7

25.6

(6.4)

5.3

3.5

11.3

18.3

(12.8)

(6.1)

18.4

19.0

23.4

23.5

(4.9)

(0.5)

3.5

23.3

24.1

29.1

23.9

(3.3)

Cash

1.9 (3)

2.4 (3)

16.0

23.7

8.9

14.0

2.8

Debt

0.0

0.0

9.9

16.2

17.7

31.4

44.7

(14.4) (5)

Decline in ore grades, metal recoveries and metal prices.
Affected by volumes shipped, metal prices and also the inclusion of proportionate share of losses in companies in which TVI holds a significant interest (Mindoro and Foyson), a
write-down in TVI's oil & gas interest and the recording of a loss and further impairment related to the Prime Resources Holdings, Inc. ("PRHI") transaction.
Reduced by one-time due diligence and other fees of $2 million related to the acquisition of interest in Foyson Resources and Mindoro Resources.
Increase in Mining, Milling and Other Expenses within the year related to use of new chemical reagents and additional blasting and sorting due to increased hardness of ore.
Additional transport charges to move copper concentrate to Europe were also incurred.
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TVI 2014 Key Strategic Objectives
•

Conclude Villar Group Strategic Alliance Third Closing
–

•
•

US $5.3M (CAD $5.8M) yet to be received

Increase Shareholder Value - Maximize TVI share price
Maximize TVIRD Value
a. Execute the 2014 TVIRD Business Plan, which includes:

i. Putting the Agata DSO into production;
ii. Getting permits approved and starting construction at Balabag;
iii. Completing the Agata Ni Processing Bankable Feasibility Study; and,
iv. Starting up the Agri-Business Project at Canatuan in order to ensure maintenance of
our Social Licence to Operate
b. Get TVIRD listed on the PSE in order to provide liquidity for the remaining interest TVIP
has in TVIRD.

•
•
•

Find a new Project to be majority-owned and operated by TVI
Optimize TVI investment in Foyson
Optimize TVI investment in MRL
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TVI 2014 Key Strategic Objectives Cont’d
•
•
•

Dispose of remaining TG assets.
DO NOT do a share consolidation.
DO NOT privatize.

• Contrary to the concern of some shareholders, we are
NOT going out of business!
• Rather, our overall goal is to build TVI into a profitable,
growing company focussing on our core group
strengths!
– Our success will be reflected in increased shareholder value
reflected through an increase in share price.
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TVI GROUP KEY STRENGTHS
•

Experienced management team with proven ability to design, build and
operate – almost exclusively Filipino.

•

Ability to build mines with low initial CAPEX, on time and on budget.

•

Strong operating capability.

•

Pipeline of diverse projects underpinned by large resource base with
strong cash flow generating ability.

•

Role model for best mining practices.

•

Has the ability to finance future growth using current cash, expected
internal cash flow and by utilizing debt capacity.
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TVIRD PROJECTS
After giving effect of the PRHI transaction, going forward TVI has a 30.66% direct ownership
interest in TVIRD and its subsidiaries.
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JOINT VENTURE PROJECTS
TVIRD – MINDORO
After giving effect of the PRHI transaction, going forward TVI has maintained its 14.4%
direct interest in Mindoro but also has a 30.66% indirect ownership interest through TVIRD
in the 60% interest to be earned in the Agata Mining Option and Joint Venture, the Agata
Processing Joint Venture,the Pan De Azucar Mining Option and Joint Venture, and the Pan
de Azucar Processing Option and Joint Venture.
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TVIRD – MINDORO JV PROJECTS
Short to medium term growth opportunities
•

Agata High Fe DSO:
 9.70Mt at 48% Fe(1) /0.9% Ni
 Simple surface mining

•

Agata Limestone DSO:
 >30 Mt @ >95% CaCO3 (1)
 <1km from deep water port

•

Agata Ni Processing Plant
 Leaching technology
 7,000 tpy Ni metal equivalent
planned as initial production,
then to increase.

Laterite

Limestone

TVIRD HAS RIGHT TO EARN 60% IN ALL PROJECTS
(1) Historical estimates of mineral resources and mineral reserves at Agata are set out in the technical report entitled Technical Report for the Agata Nickel Laterite Project , Mindanao, Philippines” dated 20 December 2011
prepared by Ausenco for Mindoro (the "Agata Report"). Key assumptions, parameters and methods used to prepare the historical estimates are set out in the Agata Report, which uses the categories required by NI 43101. The historical estimates in the Agata Report and referred to in this presentation are believed by the Company to be relevant and reliable for the preparation and execution of development plans but the qualified person
named on Slide 2 of this presentation has not verified or done sufficient work to classify the historical estimates as current mineral resources or mineral reserves and is not treating the historical estimates as current mineral
resources or mineral reserves. To upgrade or verify the historical estimates as current mineral resources or mineral reserves would require the completion of a new technical report.

Source: Mindoro
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AGATA HIGH FE LATERITE &

LIMESTONE DSO
TWO NEAR TERM
OPPORTUNITIES FOR EARLY
CASH FLOW GENERATION
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AGATA LATERITE DSO* PROJECT
OVERVIEW
Ready to Mine
Robust Economics

*Direct Shipping Ore

HIGH IRON LATERITE & LIMESTONE
DEPOSITS OCCUR 1 KM FROM THE COAST

Pit

Port/Causeway

Ni Laterite
Ore body
Pit

Pit
Limestone

1 Km
17
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AGATA LATERITE ORE

Ferruginous
(high iron – low nickel
grades)
Limonite Zone
(high iron – medium
nickel grades)

Saprolite Zone
(low iron-medium
nickel
grades)

• High Fe (>46%) will be
used in DSO
Operations.
• Process Plant feed will
DSO
be comprised of 8%
Limonite and 92 %
Saprolite based from:
• The proposed
mining schedule
post DSO.
Ni
• To control the Fe
Process
content in the ore
Plant
blend and thereby
utilize the acid to
favour leaching the
Ni.

AGATA LATERITE ORE BODY WELL DEFINED
CROSS SECTION

•

Agata N Resource:
• 33.9 Mt M&I – 1.1% Ni
• Based on 593 holes drilled

Source: Mindoro
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Agata DSO Key Financial Results
Base Case
Agata Laterite DSO Project
Ready to Mine – Robust Economics
NPV(10%)* after tax (USD)
IRR%
Mine Life
Opex**
Full Capex
Capex Payback (years)
*Based on $22/wmt - now $42-43/wmt
**Varies year to year

48
197
4 years
$10 - $12/wmt
$11.9 million
1.0

AGATA
NICKEL PROCESSING PLANT
A MEDIUM TERM GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
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AGATA NICKEL PROCESSING PLANT PROJECT
Long Life – Robust Economics
•

A Medium Term Growth Opportunity for the TVIRD:
–
–
–
–

•

Mining Inventory: +11.0M dmt at 1.33 Ni%
Mine Life: +20 years
Ore throughput: 550,000 dmtpa
Hydrometallurgical Plant producing 7,000 tpa Nickel (contained in 53%
NHP) via 2-stage Acid Leaching (Tank Leach) & Ion Exchange

Synergistic with DSO operations as:
– DSO removes the upper zones in the ore body, giving access to the material
suitable for the process plant
– Ni project developed in parallel with DSO, allowing DSO to provide short
term cash flow
– Piggy-back of DSO infrastructure, where possible

•

As at March 31, 2014, TVIRD has incurred a total of $6.4 million and
earned 59% of shares in the Agata DSO project and 45% of shares in
the Agata Nickel processing Joint Venture. Work has also commenced
on the Definitive Feasibility Study for the Agata Nickel Processing
project and is expected to be complete in September 2014.
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AGATA NICKEL PROCESSING PROJECT
Long Life, Low Capex and Opex (1)
Scoping Study Key Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

First Ni Metal Targeted 2016
Annual metal production - 7ktpy Ni
metal equivalent as Ni hydroxide.
Mine life - approximately 20-years.
-1st 5 years 1.5% Ni (1) ore feed.
Easily scalable to 14ktpy but with
reduced mine life.
2-stage tank leach process.
•
Technology for tank leaching is
proven and operating in China.
Low capex estimated @ <US$ 100M, if
acid is imported.
Low annual opex estimated @
~US$4/lb - ~US$9000/Mt.
In house scoping study shows robust
economics.

Agata 43-101 Nickel Resources as of April, 2013:
33.9Mt M&I – 1.1% Ni
•

Inferred resources are 2.0 million dmt at 1.04% nickel.

•

Estimated contained nickel is 391 thousand tonnes.

•

At a cut-off grade of 44% iron, there are an estimated
7.0 million dmt or about 10 million wmt at 48.5% iron
and 0.94% nickel - a DSO product grade currently much
in demand in China.

•

The joint venture is fast-tracking DSO development and
is targeting production in 2014

•

Current Status:
- Pilot processing plants in Beijing and Manila have
successfully produced MHP and NHP.
- Initial internal scoping study complete.
- Feasibility study underway.

(1)Historical estimates of mineral resources and mineral reserves at Agata are set out in the technical report entitled Technical Report for the Agata Nickel Laterite Project , Mindanao, Philippines” dated 20 December 2011 prepared by Ausenco for Mindoro (the
"Agata Report"). Key assumptions, parameters and methods used to prepare the historical estimates are set out in the Agata Report, which uses the categories required by NI 43-101. The historical estimates in the Agata Report and referred to in this
presentation are believed by the Company to be relevant and reliable for the preparation and execution of development plans but the qualified person named on slide 2 of this presentation has not verified or done sufficient work to classify the historical estimates
as current mineral resources or mineral reserves and is not treating the historical estimates as current mineral resources or mineral reserves. To upgrade or verify the historical estimates as current mineral resources or mineral reserves would require the
completion of a new technical report.
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KEY DEVELOPMENT ELEMENTS FOR A
NICKEL PROCESSING PLANT ALL NEARBY

Proposed Nickel
Processing Plant

Pit

Port/Causeway

Pit
Limestone

Ni Laterite
Ore body
Pit

Key Elements:
1) Orebody
2) LGU supportive
3) Location
4) Abundant water
5) Limestone for lime
6) Pyrite for acid

1 Km

Source: Mindoro
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AGATA LATERITE ORE

Ferruginous
(high iron – low nickel
grades)
Limonite Zone
(high iron – medium
nickel grades)

Saprolite Zone
(low iron-medium
nickel
grades)

• High Fe (>46%) will be
used in DSO
Operations.
• Process Plant feed will
DSO
be comprised of 8%
Limonite and 92 %
Saprolite based from:
• The proposed
mining schedule
post DSO.
Ni
• To control the Fe
Process
content in the ore
Plant
blend and thereby
utilize the acid to
favour leaching the
Ni.

LEACH FEED DISTRIBUTION &
CLASSIFICATION
99.5 % Saprolite
0.5 % Limonite

Secondary Leach Feed – Low Pressure Autoclave
(99.5% Saprolite, 0.5% Limonite)

Saprolite
92%

Milling

35% of total feed

+1mm = 53%

(low Fe, high Mg)

SULPHURIC ACID
Primary
Leach
Residue

Screening
Scrubbing
-1mm = 47%

65% of total feed
Limonite
8%

(lhigh Fe, low Mg)
83% Saprolite
17% Limonite

Primary Leach Feed – Agitated Atmospheric Tanks
(87.9% Saprolite, 12.1% Limonite)

FROM LEACH TO PRODUCT
PLS

BARREN

Ni ELUATE

Nickel Product
Ni-rich
Eluate

6,700 to 7,500 tpa
Nickel (contained in
Nickel Hydroxide
Product of 53% Ni)

ION EXCHANGE

PLS
Overflow

Barren
Solution
Sec
Leach
Residue

NICKEL
PRECIPITATION

COUNTER
CURRENT
DECANTATION

Underflow
RESIDUE
NEUTRALISATION &
FILTRATION

METALS
REMOVAL

Brine Disposal
(approximately 2.37M
m3 per year)

Leached Ore
Disposal
(approximately 500,000
tpa solids)

TESTWORK RESULTS
BENCH SCALE TEST APPARATUS
ATMOSPHERIC
TANK LEACH

LOW PRESSURE
AUTOCLAVE

1-2 L
Batch
Tests

30 L/hr
Continuous
Tests

Conditions

Primary

Secondary

Residence
Time

5hrs

2hrs

Temperature

95C

150C

Pressure

atm

5bar

PILOT SCALE TEST APPARATUS

After Leaching
%Ni
Extraction

Acid
Consumption
ATMOSPHERIC TANK LEACH

LOW PRESSURE AUTOCLAVE

94 %
650 kg acid/t ore
49 t acid /t Ni

SITE ENGINEERING & DESIGN
PROCESS PLANT 3D-MODEL

PORT FACILITIES 3D-MODEL

SITE LAYOUT

PRELIMINARY PROJECT FINANCIALS
General Parameters Assumed
Ore Throughput

551,800 dmtpa

Leach Feed Rate1

515,000 dmtpa

Ni Grade

1.5 %

Ni Extraction (Leaching)

94 %

Ni Recovery (Overall)

92.5 %

Annual Ni Production2

7,000 tpa

Ni Price

USD 7.50 /lb

Product Payability

80 % of Ni LME

Acid Consumption

49 t/t Ni

Discount Rate
Life of Mine

8%
20 years

Import Acid

Acid Plant (pyrite
source: PDA)

CAPEX3

USD 100M

USD 145M

OPEX3

USD 3.82/ lb Ni

USD 2.77/ lb Ni

EBITDA

USD 33M pa

USD 50M pa

NPV8%

USD 188M

USD 283M

1

6% of low grade Feed Ore rejected at scrubber. Import 1.9% Ni feed ore from TVI source to
maintain 1.5% plant feed grade throughout.
2 Contained Ni in 53 % NHP
3 Preliminary Estimate based on previous project data. These figures will be confirmed on
completion of BFS during which detailed costings will be carried out. No provisions have been
made for any local taxes, royalties, etc.

BALABAG GOLD/SILVER
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
NEAR TERM OPPORTUNITY FOR
EARLY CASH FLOW GENERATION
-FIRST DORE POUR TARGETED
Q1/2015
Balabag is owned 100% by TVIRD. After giving effect of the PRHI transaction,
going forward TVI has a 30.66% indirect ownership interest in Balabag through
31
TVIRD.

BALABAG AU-AG PROJECT
Quick payback & high NPV10% of US$70M
•
•
•
•
•
•

First Dore Pour Targeted Q1/2015
296 holes drilled (34,156 meters)
Open Pit initially, then UG Operation
Initial Mine Life 5 yrs
Deposit open laterally and to depth
Average mine production – 48k AuEqOz
/yr expected

•

Robust Economics:
NPV10% = US$70M after tax
Payback = 20 mths start Prod
CAPEX = US$25M
(Already invested ~US$25M)
OPEX = US$542/oz Au equiv
[Au=$1,350/z; Ag=$23/oz]
$20 M project finance secured – (but
not yet drawn) from Metrobank

•
•

Balabag Resource: 2MT @ 2.86 g/t Au, 93g/t Ag
= 309,000 Oz Au equivalent

Manila

BALABAG
CANATUAN

Recent Key Developments:
- All illegal mining operations stopped
- ECC Granted
- DMPF filed

ZAMBOANGA PENINSULA
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BALABAG DEVELOPMENT
Will be open pit and later underground
Open Pit /Underground Operation

WARIK WARIK
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INITIAL RESOURCES/RESERVES

INTERNAL FEASIBILITY STUDY
RESULTS SUMMARY
ASSUMPTIONS
 MINING METHODS:
 Open pit (starter mine)
Underground
 PROCESSING – LEACHING/CIP
 METAL PRICES
(BASE CASE) :

 Gold – $1,350/oz
 Silver - $ 23/oz

 Operating costs include
 SMELTER charges + Marketing
 Royalty charges
 Direct mining + milling costs
 SG & A
Income tax rate 30%

ORE MINED/PROCESSED, DMT
Ore Grades, g/t (Au/Ag)
Initial Mine Life
Milling Rate, tpd (Start up / Peak)
PRODUCTION (AuEqOz)
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Total
Average annual production, AuEqOz
Unit Production Cost, $/AuEqOz
Total Operating Cost, $/AuEqOz
CAPEX, $

CASH FLOW - After Income Tax
Undiscounted - $ million
Discounted (10%) - $ million
Payback Period (months), fr prod.

2 Million
2.86 / 85.16
5 years
500 / 1,500
20,259
53,043
64,685
52,451
47,391
237,830
47,566
542
749
25 million

105
70
20

CANATUAN MINE
Canatuan is owned 100% by TVIRD. After giving effect of the PRHI transaction, going
forward TVI has a 30.66% indirect ownership interest in Canatuan through TVIRD.

CANATUAN COPPER-ZINC MINE
• Has proven TVIRD’s ability to be a low
cash cost producer.
• Milling operations at Canatuan have
stopped after having exhausted its
remaining stockpile.
3

• Mine life extension and expansion
opportunities are being assessed and
include:

3
3

- Malusok
- SE Malusok
• 39 shipments of copper concentrate for
a total volume of 199,778 dmt and 7
shipments of zinc concentrate for a
total volume of 30,548 dmt have been
completed, as compared to an initially
anticipated 119,800 dmt of copper
concentrate and 6,100 dmt of zinc
concentrate.

40 km / 25
mi

2
2
1
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CANATUAN OPERATIONS
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CANATUAN OPERATIONAL RECORD
Through TVI’s interest in TVIRD:
Mill Throughput

3,068

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2,701

2,645

2,389

2,204

1,439

thousand Cu lb eq

20,296

28,197

26,437

25,312

26,824

thousand lbs

10,842

14,955

16,680

19,923

20,726

Gold produced

oz

11,026

11,430

7,248

6,316

6,970

Silver produced

oz

371,967

504,626

486,026

514,299

532,108

9,111

13,619

8,847

28,055

37,231

34,055

48,300

50,403

9,923

12,713

7,924

Copper pound equivalent produced

Production

Q1 2014

Copper produced

Zinc produced

tonnes per day

thousand lbs

Copper concentrate produced

dty metric tonnes

Zinc concentrate produced

dry metric tonnes

1,066

Total Cost per Cu lb eq

($US)

2.53

2.88

2.67

2.81

1.84

1.05

Production cash cost per Cu lb eq

($US)

1.81

1.81

1.40

1.51

0.99

0.61

During Q1 2014, TVIRD completed its last shipments of copper concentrate and zinc concentrate from the current mining operations at
Canatuan as ore resources from the open pit have been exhausted. Decommissioning and rehabilitation activities within the disturbed areas
of Canantuan have commenced and will continue through the remainder of 2014.
Canatuan is owned 100% by TVIRD. TVI has a 30.66% indirect ownership interest in Canatuan through TVIRD as a result of the transaction
with Prime Resources Holdings, Inc. (“PRHI”)
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Future High Impact North
Zamboanga Exploration
Prospects
LONGER TERM POTENTIAL
North Zamboanga Exploration Prospects are owned 100% by TVIRD. After giving effect of
the PRHI transaction, going forward TVI has a 30.66% indirect ownership interest in these
prospects through TVIRD.
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High-Impact North Zamboanga
Exploration Prospects
•

Multiple high-impact copper/gold
prospects.

•

TVIRD exploration supports historical
findings and has discovered new
prospects.

•

Tamarok
- Indications of large-scale porphyry
copper/gold system.

•

Tapisa
- Potential large-scale porphyry
copper/gold system.

•

Bonbon
- Potential large-scale epithermal gold
system.
- (10 kilometres/6.2 miles long).

•

>20 additional prospects identified.

Sindangan
Cotabato
Fault System

• Currently discussing possible JV
with major Philippine company.
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Tamarok & Tapisa Properties
Extensive Alteration: 6 km (3.7) of Cu-Au Mineralization

• Potential for large-scale porphyry
copper/gold mineralization system.
• New porphyry mineralization discovered.
• Additional exploration activities currently
suspended as TVIRD concentrates on
more advanced areas.

Sindangan
Cotabato
Fault System

The Tamarok prospect shows porphyry Cu-Au mineralization
characterized by sheeted quartz magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite
veinlets with minor stockworks. Abundant malachite occurring
as fracture stains.
General distribution of diorite outcrops suggests a NW
mineralization trend of approximately 6 km (3.7 mi) along
strike.
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EDCO
TVIRD’s Drilling Company
EDCO is owned 100% by TVIRD. After giving effect of the PRHI transaction, going forward
TVI has a 30.66% indirect ownership interest in EDCO through TVIRD.
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Exploration Drilling Corporation
(EDCO)
EDCO - A FULLY EQUIPPED DRILLING CORPORATION – a wholly owned subsidiary of TVIRD in
which TVI continues to hold an indirect interest:

•
•

Initially formed in 1995 to provide quality mineral exploration drilling services.
Provides a full-range of exploration drilling for gold, copper, coal,
and other precious minerals and other specialized services,
including:
Geotechnical Investigation & Drilling
• Rotary Air Blast Drilling
• Water well Drilling
• Drilling & Grouting
• Reverse Circulation Drilling
Drilling Fleet Composition

TVIP PROJECTS
After giving effect of the PRHI transaction, going forward TVI
continues to retain 100% of its interest in the following projects.
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TVIP - FOYSON
MEDIUM TO LONGER TERM POTENTIAL
After giving effect of the PRHI transaction, TVI’s direct investment and participation in Foyson and
the Foyson Amazon Bay joint venture continues to be owned 100% owned by TVI.
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FOYSON
Project Location
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FOYSON
Medium to longer term growth opportunity
• Amazon Bay (“AB”) Mineral Sands:
- Very large potential resource
(200km+ x 3-7km x 10+/-m
thickness)
- Iron/Vanadium/Titanium-rich
- DSO potential being assessed

• Immediate goal – develop AB DSO
operation
• Potential to be world leader in
development
of iron sands projects.
• TVI owns 23% of Foyson
• Also has 10% direct interest in the
AB Project
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TVIP NEW PROJECT
After giving effect of the PRHI transaction, going forward TVI will
continue to retain 100% of its interest in the following project.
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SUMMARY – NEW PROJECT FOCUS
Further to its commitment to increase Shareholder Value, TVI is actively
searching for a new project that:

 TVIP would operate and control;
 Has a gold and silver, copper/zinc or nickel and
iron focus;
 Is advanced - does not require much additional
exploration or a significant amount of capital;
 Is located in a jurisdiction where TVIP can own
greater than 50% and receive debt financing.
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SUMMARY


Committed to increasing Shareholder Value through:



Maximizing the value of its Philippine assets as we:
•
•
•
•

Put the Agata DSO into production;
Obtain the remaining permits for Balabag and commence construction;
Complete the Agata Ni Processing Bankable Feasibility Study; and,
List TVIRD on the Philippine Stock Exchange.



Focusing on our core group strengths and the proven management team who is capable of
project execution and handling diverse commodities.



Optimizing the TVI investment in Foyson and MRL;



Finding a new project to be majority owned and operated by TVI.



Financing future growth using current cash, expected internal cash flow and by utilizing
debt capacity.

 Through its indirect investment in TVIRD and direct investments in Foyson and MRL,
TVI continues to have a large, solid resource base that underpins future growth and
provides substantial exploration upside potential.
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Thank you

SUPPLEMENTAL SLIDES

DIRECTOR BIOGRAPHIES

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Clifford M. James, CEO & President, TVI Pacific Inc., Chairman, TVIRD
(director since June 1987)
•
Businessman and geologist with over 40 years of experience in the natural resources sector.
•
Over 20 years experience working in Asia.
•
Worked throughout North America, Africa and Asia where he has held senior positions in both oil and gas and mining
companies.
•
Spearheaded TVI’s activities in the Philippines and is responsible for bringing on stream the Canatuan project, the first foreign
funded, modern, full-scale producing mine in the Philippines since the passage of the Mining Act in 1995.
•
Primarily Philippine-based.
Robert C. Armstrong, PhD., Lead Director, TVI Pacific Inc. (director since June 1998)
•
President of Armstrong Associates International LLC (Denver, USA), a private company in mineral exploration
•
Held senior and executive positions for several major companies including Cominco Ltd. and Echo Bay Mines Ltd.
•
Over 40 years of experience as mining industry professional, including both exploration and operations. Responsible for open
pit and underground mining operations as well as all aspects of the industry ranging from exploration, ore reserves,
construction, production, environment and closure, concentrate sales and shipping; and has participated in financings
Aloysius B. Colayco, Director, TVI Pacific Inc. (director since May 2011)
•
Managing Director of Argosy Partners Inc., a private investment and advisory firm; and a Senior Partner of Argosy Advisors,
Inc., Manila, Philippines
•
Also serves as President for Level Up! Holdings, Country Chairman for Jardine Matheson, Philippines, Member of the JM Asia
Pacific Regional Board, Chairman for Republic Cement (an affiliate of Lafarge), Chairman for Colliers Philippines, Member of
the Advisory Board for JG Summit Holdings, Inc. and Senior Advisor for Asia Strategic Capital Fund and Asia Environmental
Partners Fund
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
C. Brian Cramm, C.M.A., Director, TVI Pacific Inc. (director since June 1997)
•
Over 30 years of experience in the mining/resource industry
•
Currently President of Number Sense Corp., providing CEO level management to the resource industry in Canada and the US
•
Has held President/CEO, Exec VP, CFO and VP Business/Corporate Development positions for major and junior mining
companies, including Echo Bay Mines, Crystallex International, General Minerals and other TSX.V listed companies
Jan R. Horejsi, B.Sc., Director, TVI Pacific Inc. (director since December 1991)
•
•

Business executive with over 30 years of experience in the oil and gas industry throughout North America
Served as a director of a number of Canadian public companies

David Moscovitz , LLB, Director, TVI Pacific Inc. (director since May 2011)
•
Lawyer and consultant at Dentons Canada LLP (formerly Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP), Toronto, Canada
•
Over 40 years of extensive experience in acquisitions, divestments, dispositions, financings, joint ventures and other general
business law matters
Peter C.G. Richards, LLB, Director, TVI Pacific Inc. (director since July 2001)
•

Retired Lawyer with Richards Buell Sutton and its predecessor firm, specializing in corporate and commercial law, wealth
preservation, estate planning and business negotiations until his retirement in 2002

Wayne Thomson, B.Sc., Director, TVI Pacific Inc. (director since May 2011)
•
•
•
•

Over 35 years of Canadian and International business experience
Chief Executive Officer and Director of Iskander Energy Corp., a private international oil and gas company
Director, Cenovus Energy Inc.
Chairman and President of Enviro Valve Inc., a private company manufacturing proprietary pressure relief valves
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT CVs

PROVEN MANAGEMENT TEAM
TVI PACIFIC INC.
Clifford M. James, CEO & President, TVI / Chairman, TVIRD
•
Businessman and geologist with over 40 years of experience in the natural resources sector.
•
Over 20 years experience working in Asia.
•
Worked throughout North America, Africa and Asia where he has held senior positions in both oil and gas and
mining companies.
•
Spearheaded TVI’s activities in the Philippines and is responsible for bringing on stream the Canatuan project,
the first foreign funded, modern, full-scale producing mine in the Philippines since the passage of the Mining Act
in 1995.
•
Primarily Philippine-based.
Patrick Hanna, Vice President Finance and Administration and Chief Financial Officer, TVI
•
CMA with over 30 years of professional experience in both mining and oil and gas sectors.
•
Has worked internationally for over 20 years including Canada, Russia, Kazakhstan and the Philippines.

TVI MINERALS PROCESSING
John Ridsdel, BA (Hons), MSc. Econ., President
•
Over 30 years of experience in resource industry management.
•
Over 25 years of experience internationally in Algeria, Myanmar, Pakistan, Thailand, China and the Philippines.
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PROVEN PHILIPPINE-BASED TVIRD
MANAGEMENT TEAM
TVI RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (PHILS) INC.
Eugene T. Mateo, President
•

CPA and Lawyer, with over 40 years of experience as Senior Finance and Management Executive in various
companies

•

Joined TVIRD in 1995

•

Brings many years of experience in finance, tax, law and management.

Luis Jovito A. Santos Jr., Vice for President Finance
•

CPA with over 18 years of experience of in financial management, control, asset protection, and treasury
management

•

holds financial responsibility for TVI Pacific's subsidiaries in Hong Kong, China and the Philippines (including Edco)

Jake G. Foronda, Incoming Vice President for Operations, TVIRD
•

Over 30 years of experience in mineral processing and extractive metallurgy.

•

Previously resident manager of Oceana’s Didipio gold-copper project , and recently project manager in the
preparation of feasibility studies for Intex Resources Nickel Laterite and MRL’s Agata nickel project

•

Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy competent person

•

Philippine Mineral Reporting Code (PMRC) competent person

Robert Jay Nelson, Vice President for Environmental and Civil Works
•

Civil Engineer by training with over 30 years experience in the field of consulting engineering

•

Has lived and worked in Asia for over 20 years
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Nickel Processing Plant
Team

PROJECT TEAM HAS EXTENSIVE
INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE, SOLID
TRACK RECORD
Vincent Smith, M.Sc. Chemical Eng., Project Metallurgist

• Mr. Smith has over 20 years of experience in metallurgical process development, operations and design across 50 mine sites
encompassing 15 countries. For the past five years, Mr. Smith was the Group Technology Manager for ENK, and in this role,
was responsible for all aspects of ENK’s process technology development, viz. bench and pilot scale testing, flow-sheet
development and process design for heap and atmospheric tank leaching of nickel laterite ore, as well as downstream recovery
and purification of nickel and cobalt from the resulting pregnant leach solution. Additionally, Mr. Smith was responsible for the
process plant technology and capital costing package that formed an integral part of ENK’s Bankable Feasibility Study for the
Acoje nickel laterite project in the Philippines.
• Recently, Mr. Smith has developed a unique nickel laterite extraction and recovery process that is directly and immediately
applicable to the Agata nickel processing plant project.
Vicki Smith, B.Sc. Chemical Eng., Project Metallurgist
• Ms. Smith has over 15 years of experience in metallurgical process development, operations and design across 25 mine sites
spanning 12 countries. During the past five years, Ms. Smith was the Technology Manager for ENK’s Acoje project in the
Philippines. In this role, she set up a state-of-the-art test facility at the Acoje project site and was responsible for the
management and operation of this facility. The test-work conducted at this facility allowed the development of processes that are
uniquely suited to extracting and recovering nickel and cobalt from tropical laterite ore. Additionally, Ms. Smith was responsible
for all test-work and METSIM mass and energy balance modeling for ENK’s Acoje project Bankable Feasibility Study. All process
plant design and equipment sizing was based on the METSIM mass and energy balance.
• Ms. Smith has developed a detailed METSIM model for the unique nickel laterite process of which she is a co-developer. This
model will be incorporated into the Agata nickel processing plant design in a way that will significantly fast-track project
development.
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CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY
TVI IS COMMITTED TO RESPONSIBLE
MINING
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ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY – AWARDED
PHILIPPINES “BEST OF THE BEST”
TVIRD was recognized for a fourth consecutive year at the National Mine Safety and
Environment Conference in November 2013 and received the following awards:
Safety Awards:
• Winner of the Safest Mineral Processing Award – Concentrator Plant Category.
Environment Awards:
• Presidential Mineral Industry Environmental Award in the Surface Mining category –
Titanium Award;
• 2nd runner up – Best Mining Forest, Metallic Category.
Past awards include:
• Titanium and Platinum Awards for Excellence in Environmental Management (2012,
2011, 2010)
• Safest Mining Operation (2011)
• Safest Surface Mining Operation (2012, 2011)
• Safest Mineral Processing, Concentrator Category (2012, 2011, 2010)
• Mining Forest Awards, Metallic Category (2010)
• Health and Safety Award (2010)
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LEADER IN ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
Tailings Management
Biodiversity
50% of mining area remains
in original habitat condition

Four tailings storage facilities
constructed with three
undergoing reclamation

Watershed Management

Monitoring Programs

More than 30 locations subject to
daily, weekly and quarterly water
quality monitoring

Monitoring by third-party
professionals completed on
weekly, quarterly and
annual basis

Reclamation and Rehabilitation
More than 350,000 trees have
been planted since 2004 covering
144 hectares

Research Programs
Onsite research and studies
for passive wetland acid
mine treatment using
indigenous plants

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

Health, Sanitation and Fresh Water

Sustainable Livelihood: Demo Farms
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LEADER IN SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Phase 1: Four Quadrants of Community Development
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure: Built or improved 85 kilometres of roads, including 4 bridges and a
spillway; water and electrical systems
Health & Sanitation: clinic, health care for wide area, all impact communities
Responsive Education: Built 6 schools – 2,500 students; teachers, equipment,
scholarships; successful high school and college grads
Sustainable Livelihood: training & apprenticeship, microfinance

Phase 2: Transition to Long Term Sustainable Enterprise Development
•
•
•
•

Financed fishing vessels for community fishing business
Supported women’s sardine canning cooperative
Farms and nurseries: training and employment
Company planning agro-forestry partnership with community for post-mine period
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Actively supporting community development in areas directly and indirectly affected by its
operations, including:
Infrastructure:
•

Have built and maintain a wide variety of infrastructure including roads, bridges, spillways and water and
electrical systems.

Supporting Education:

•

Have constructed, and is active in the support of 10 schools that are providing education to over 3,800
students. TVIRD has also provided 48 college scholarships that have resulted in 21 post-secondary
graduates to date. TVIRD support also includes the employment of teachers, provision of a school bus
and learning tools such as computers, laptops and general school supplies.

Supporting Good Health:
•

Have built and support a clinic that provides free healthcare on a 24/7 basis for employees, their families
and, for the immediate community, including an ambulance service that provides services for employees,
host and impact communities, and neighboring municipalities. TVIRD has also conducted several
medical and dental missions to remote areas on the peninsula that do not have access to health or
medical facilities, which have provided free health services to over 15,000 people. TVIRD builds and
maintains a wide variety of infrastructure including roads, bridges, spillways and water and electrical
systems.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Supporting Community Living:
•

Through partnership with Gawad Kalinga - one of the largest Non-Government Organizations in the
Philippines engaged in social housing, focused on building a sustainable Subanon community both
during and after TVIRD has concluded its mining activities in the area.

•

Through the end of 2013, 40 homes were constructed and turned over to the community.

Encouraging an Independent Lifestyle:

•

The development activities focus extensively on sustainable livelihood initiatives that provide tools and
education for enterprise development, micro-finance, institution building, training and apprenticeships,
technical skills, as well as farming production and management techniques.

•

Have established TVI Agriproducts Inc., a partnership with Kennemer Foods International, one of the
country’s major cacao producers and exporters, to develop up to a combined 1,600 hectares of cash crop
plantations starting with cacao. This program is designed to provide a continuous income stream to the
communities that will be affected when mining ceases to operate.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Encouraging an Independent Lifestyle (Agriproducts):
•

Three recent studies specific to the Canatuan Project suggest agriculture can be a
successful transformation from a mining-based economy.

•

Business and Market studies recently conducted by two agricultural consulting groups
confirm the strong positive potential of this venture.

•

The agricultural community, the climate, the soils and the economics suggest Cacao,
Coffee, Rubber and Palm Oil could be profitable enterprises in support of this vision.

•

Previous and current infrastructure, assets and knowledge developed during the mining
operations will form the foundation for the transformation.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Encouraging an Independent Lifestyle (Agriproducts):
•

Strong worldwide demand for cacao with potential supply shortfall in the near
future.

•

Initial response from regional buyers (Mars Inc.) has been very positive.

•

Project local/regional employment will equal or exceed that at Canatuan during
mining operations

•

Business Plan analysis developed by the University of Asia and the Pacific
indicate a robust project with a Financial Internal Rate of Return of 28% over a
25 year period and a payback of 7 years
ur year plantation development plan based on total of 1,600 ha.
• Four year plantation development plan based on a total of 1,600 ha. For a
1,600 ha. Plantation, the annual net revenue (EBITDA) could range from
CDN$3.57M to CDN$4.95M.
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PROJECT UPDATES

HIGH Fe LATERITE & LIMESTONE:
PROGRESS UPDATE
The development plans and initial pre-development activities for the two TVIRD DSO projects
are underway and include:
For the high Fe DSO Project:
• Received the Declaration of Mining Project Feasibility (“DMPF”) and clearance to develop a port
facility for the proposed direct shipping ore (“DSO”) operation. The Agata high iron DSO project
already has an existing ECC.
• Site development has commenced in May 2014 and shipping of the high-iron laterite is expected to
commence through the third quarter of 2014, subject to receipt of remaining port approvals and
financing.
• 100% of land required for roads has been acquired.
• 90% of land required under the current design of the Port facility has been acquired.
• road/infrastructure design and construction plans are proceeding.
• active discussions with off-takers who have expressed interest in the Agata DSO product.
• mine development planning.
• community relations.
For the Limestone DSO project:
• further drilling on the limestone deposits to delineate resource to NI 43-101 standards.
• preliminary concepts and mining plans for the limestone.
• confirming markets for limestone and lime products.
• metallurgical test works.
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AGATA NICKEL PROCESSING PROJECT:
PROGRESS UPDATE
Disciplines

Current Status

Mining & Geology

•
•

DSO Mining Schedule completed.
Saprolite mining schedule for process plant designed to concept stage

Metallurgical Testwork

•
•
•

Bench Scale Leach Testwork complete and verified in in-house test facility
Continuous Leaching Pilot Plant Testwork completed – final report completed
Vendor determination of thickener & filtration parameters – testwork completed and reports
received from vendors
Downstream Pilot Plant (In-house) to produce sample nickel product for off-taker evaluation – IX
pilot plant campaign is complete and eluate has been produced, eluate neutralisation pilot plant
run completed, NHP pilot plant operation completed – demo Ni product will be produced and
sent to offtakers for evaluation.

•

Process Plant
Engineering

•
•
•
•
•

METSIM model – final tuning as per latest pilot plant data in progress
Process Flowsheet defined – minor modifications to be incorporated
Process Flow Diagrams complete – minor modifications to be incorporated
Process Design Criteria complete – minor modifications to be incorporated
Ready to appoint BFS Engineering company to complete Mechanical, Civil, Structural, Piping,
Electrical and Instrumentation design

Infrastructure Engineering

• Design of infrastructure for the DSO project completed
• Remaining process plant infrastructure requirements designed to concept stage

Project Financials

• Preliminary financials have been estimated
• Vendor quotations will be sourced by BFS Engineering company once appointed
• Final Production Model, CAPEX, OPEX & Financial Model is underway and to be finalized on
completion of above.
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